The Cairo Declaration (16 June 2015) emphasizes the importance of dialogue, supporting reforms and effective measures for sustainable urbanization in accordance with the 2014 Egyptian Constitution.

The Principles highlight: Human beings as the focus of urban development, Quality of life for all, Social Justice, Inclusion, Decentralization, Citizens Participation, Sustainability, and Preservation of Cultural Heritage.

**Recommendations**

- Design a housing policy that addresses structural imbalances with the active collaboration of the community.
- Develop the legal framework for a clear urban policy guideline to be consulted throughout the implementation, monitoring, and evaluation phases of urban renewal.
- Enable local administration units to provide their own public services and facilities.
- Encourage the participation of stakeholders during the urban upgrading processes at a local and national level.
- Promote city resilience through the use of renewable sources of energy, public transport, an integrated solid waste management and a feasible urban strategic plan.
- Create effective governmental evaluation procedures which guarantee the equal access of all citizens to housing facilities as well as to public services.

06 > HOW DOES EGYPT CONTRIBUTE TO HABITAT III?

The Egypt Urban Campaign Workshop
01 > EUF PREPARATION PHASE

EUF is a national platform to allow a meaningful dialogue and an active participation of all urban stakeholders in Egypt.

25 Steering Committee members representing:
- Egyptian Ministries
- Public Institutions
- International Organizations
- Academia
- Public agencies
- Civil Society
- Private Sector
- Community based associations

6 Thematic Meetings

4 Regional Meetings

+300 Attendees Meetings

17 Governorates Coverage

02 > EUF 28 SESSIONS

5 Themes
- Urban Planning
- Urban Governance & Legislation
- Urban Housing
- Urban Service Delivery
- Urban Economy Private Sector

4 Plenary Sessions
- Egypt’s National Urban Vision & Mega Projects
- Habitat III
- International & Regional Inter-Arab Cooperation
- Identity and Cultural Heritage

03 > EXHIBITION

Marriott Hotel Exhibition

Architectural Visions
By Dr. Eman Abdou Salama, Dr. Ahmed Ibrahim & Dr. Rania Elhalw

Al-Azhar Park Exhibition

Sustainable Urban Practices
By NGOs, Universities, Think Tanks & Sponsors

Al-Azhar Park Exhibition

By Students of the Faculty of Fine Arts, Helwan University

04 > URBAN TOURS

Urban Inclusive Tour
Led by Omar Nagati

Urban Environment Tour
Led by Hassan Elmouehli

Urban Access Tour
Led by Nabil Elhady

Urban Economy Tour
Led by Dina Shehaweb

Urban Culture Tour
Led by May Al-birashy

Urban Traditions Tour
Led by Ahmad Al-Bindari

*All photos courtesy of CLUSTER